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Abstract
In human-robot collaborative (HRC) scenarios where humans and robots work
together sharing the same workspace, there is a risk of potential hazard that
may occur. In this work, an AI-based risk analysis solution has been developed
to identify any condition that may harm a robot and its environment. The
information from the risk analysis is used in a risk mitigation module to reduce
the possibility of being in a hazardous situation. The goal is to develop safety
for HRC scenarios using different AI algorithms and to check the possibilities
of improving efficiency of the system without any compromise on the safety.

This report presents risk mitigation strategies that were built on top of the
robot’s control system and based on the ISO 15066 standard. Each of them
used semantic information (scene graph) about the robot’s environment and
changed the robot’s movement by scaling speed. The first implementation of
risk mitigation strategy used Fuzzy Logic System. This system analyzed the
riskiest object’s properties to adjust the speed of the robot accordingly. The
second implementation used Reinforcement Learning and considered every
object’s properties. Three networks (fully connected network, convolutional
neural network, and hybrid network) were implemented to estimate the Q-
value function. Additionally, local and edge computation architecture were
implemented to measure the computational performance on the real robot.

Each model was evaluated by measuring the safety aspect and the perfor-
mance of the robot in a simulated warehouse scenario. All risk mitigation
modules were able to reduce the risk of potential hazard. The fuzzy logic sys-
tem was able to increase the safety aspect with the least efficiency reduction.
The reinforcement learningmodel had safer operation but showed amore com-
promised efficiency than the fuzzy logic system. Generally, the fuzzy logic
system performed up to 28% faster than reinforcement learning but compro-
mised up to 23% in terms of safety (mean risk×speed value). In terms of
computational performance, edge computation was performed faster than lo-
cal computation. The bottleneck of the process was the scene graph generation
which analyzed an image to produce information for safety analysis. It took
approximately 15 seconds to run the scene graph generation on the robot’s
CPU and 0.3 seconds on an edge device. The risk mitigation module can be
selected depending on KPIs of the warehouse operation while the edge archi-
tecture must be implemented to achieve a realistic performance.

Keywords: human-robot collaboration, safety analysis, risk mitigation, fuzzy
logic system, reinforcement learning, and computation architecture.
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Sammanfattning
I HRC-scenarier mellan människor och robotar där människor och robotar ar-
betar tillsammans och delar samma arbetsyta finns det risk för potentiell fara
som kan uppstå. I detta arbete har en AI-baserad lösning för riskanalys ut-
vecklats för att identifiera alla tillstånd som kan skada en robot och dess miljö.
Informationen från riskanalys används i en riskreduceringsmodul för att mins-
ka risken för att vara i en farlig situation. Målet är att utveckla säkerhet för
HRC-scenarier med olika AI-algoritmer och att kontrollera möjligheterna att
förbättra systemets effektivitet utan att kompromissa med säkerheten.

Denna rapport presenterar strategier för riskreducering som byggdes ovan-
på robotens styrsystem och baserade på ISO 15066-standarden. Var och en av
dem använder semantisk information (scendiagram) om robotens miljö och
förändrar robotens rörelse genom skalning av hastighet. Den första implemen-
tetationen av riskreducerande strategi använder Fuzzy Logic System. Detta
system analyserade de mest riskabla objektens egenskaper för att justera robo-
tens hastighet i enlighet därmed. Den andra implementeringen använder för-
stärkningslärande och betraktade varje objekts egenskaper. Tre nätverk (fully
connected network, convolutional neural network, and hybrid network) imple-
menteras för att uppskatta Q-värde-funktionen. Dessutom implementerade vi
också lokal- och edge-arkitektur för att beräkna beräkningsprestanda på den
verkliga roboten.

Varje modell utvärderas genom att mäta säkerhetsaspekten och robotens
prestanda i ett simulerat lagerscenario. Alla riskreduceringsmoduler kunde
minska risken för potentiell fara. Fuzzy logicsystem kunde öka säkerhetsa-
spekten med minsta effektivitetsminskning. Förstärkningsinlärningsmodellen
har säkrare drift men har en mer begränsad effektivitet än det fuzzy logiska
systemet. I allmänhet fungerar fuzzy logicsystem upp till 28 % snabbare än
förstärkningslärande men komprometterar upp till 23 % när det gäller säker-
het (medelrisk×hastighetsvärde). När det gäller beräkningsprestanda utfördes
kantberäkningen snabbare än lokal beräkning. Flaskhalsen för processen var
scengrafgenerering som analyserade en bild för att producera information för
säkerhetsanalys. Det tog cirka 15 sekunder att köra scengrafgenerering på ro-
botens CPU och 0,3 sekunder på en kantenhet. Modulen för riskreducering
kan väljas beroende på KPI för lagerdriften medan edge-arkitekturen måste
implementeras för att uppnå en realistisk prestanda.

Nyckelord:människa-robotinteraktion, säkerhetsanalys, riskreducering, fuzzy
logicsystem, förstärkningslärande, och beräkningsarkitektur.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In a human-robot collaboration (HRC) environment, humans and robots work
together in the same workspace. This collaboration is beneficial because both
humans and robots have their unique characteristics. Humans are superior to
robots when it comes to movement flexibility. On the other hand, robots out-
perform humans in other aspects such as speed, power, and precision. In fact,
this collaborative operation can reduce ergonomic concerns while improving
quality and productivity [1]. However, sharing the same workspace raises a
potential hazard that may harm both robots and humans. Thus, a risk manage-
ment is important to ensure the safety of collaborative operation.

An experiment by Rosentrauch andKrüger [2] shows the use case of imple-
menting ISO/TS 15066 [3] as the safety requirements for collaborative robot
systems. A work of Inam et al.[4][5] also introduced a risk management based
framework that is capable of managing (identifying, assessing, and mitigat-
ing/reducing) safety risks for HRC scenarios. It includes a scene graph gener-
ation to understand the robot’s environment; risk analysis and risk assessment
to measure the potential hazard; and risk mitigation to avoid hazardous sit-
uations. Their recent work[6] presents initial implementation and results of
AI algorithms used for scene understanding and risk mitigation in a simulated
automated warehouse use-case.

This degree project was aimed to achieve safe operation by implementing
AI algorithms for risk mitigation module. Its main focus was to use differ-
ent AI algorithms for risk mitigation and then perform a detailed comparative
analysis of safety with respect to efficiency of the system exhibiting human-
robot collaborative scenarios. Two different algorithms used for risk miti-
gation are fuzzy logic system and reinforcement learning. This information
is important for automation industry, moreover for the automated-warehouse

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

system designer.

1.1 Research Question
This thesis was aimed to answer the following question: What artificial intel-
ligence algorithm and computation architecture are most suitable to mitigate
the risk of hazard in human-robot collaboration (HRC) scenarios?

There are many ways to implement AI algorithms for risk mitigation in
HRC scenarios. Two algorithms that were used in this thesis are fuzzy logic
system[7] and reinforcement learning. The fuzzy logic system was imple-
mented for risk mitigation because it is a rule-based algorithm that simulates
human interpretation of rules. By having a rule-based algorithm, one can un-
derstand why a certain decision is made by an autonomous system. A fuzzy
logic system is also capable of manipulating uncertain information that pos-
sess a degree of truth. On the other hand, reinforcement learning was used
because this algorithm can improve its performance by learning from an inter-
active environment. This algorithm requires a reward function to measure the
quality of its executed action.

In order to deliver a realistic performance on the real robot, the compu-
tation architecture must be considered. Risk management modules may have
a complex model while the robot has its limitation in terms of hardware and
processing unit. In a local computation scenario, all the robot’s modules run
on its processor. On the other hand, an edge computation relocates the high-
computation module(s) to another processing unit near the robot. These two
architectures were implemented and evaluated to analyze the computation per-
formance.

1.2 Scope and Limitation
This degree project is part of SCOTT project1 that designs a risk management
for an automated warehouse scenario [4][5]. The main focus of this project is
the AI algorithms for risk mitigation in human-robot collaboration scenario.
The scene graph generator, risk analysis and risk evaluationmodules have been
implemented and used as the input to the risk mitigation module. The output
of risk mitigation are the scaling speed for robot navigation. However, the

1This project is inside the UC04 industrial use case – Logistics management using collabo-
rative robots and DevOps methodologies. https://scottproject.eu/uc04-logistics-management-
using-collaborative-robots-and-devops-methodologies/

https://scottproject.eu/uc04-logistics-management-using-collaborative-robots-and-devops-methodologies/
https://scottproject.eu/uc04-logistics-management-using-collaborative-robots-and-devops-methodologies/
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low-level implementation of the robot navigation is outside the scope of this
work as it is already done.

1.3 Sustainability and Ethics
The motivation of doing this project is to improve the safety and efficiency of
human-robot collaboration scenario. The risk mitigation is also intended to
create a safe working environment and avoid human injury and damage of the
machine. Reducing the possibility of an accident implies better productivity
and sustainability of the assets. The work of this degree project belongs to
Ericsson AB. All the material (e.g. data, figures, and other resources) will be
used with company supervisor’s permission.

1.4 Outline
The remainder of this report continues as follows: Chapter 2 covers the back-
ground theory and related work for safety on human-robot collaboration sce-
narios, artificial intelligence methods for risk mitigation, and computation
architectures. The implementation and evaluation methods are explained in
chapter 3. The fourth chapter presents the results of this project that will be
discussed and analyzed in chapter 5. Last, chapter 6 provides conclusions and
suggests the future works following this master thesis.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides the context of the information discussed throughout the
report. It also includes the relevant studies that has been done previously.

2.1 Safety in HRC Scenarios
A robot is a machine that resembles a living creature in being capable of mov-
ing independently (as by walking or moving through wheels) and performing
complex actions (such as grasping and moving objects) [8]. It consists of soft-
ware that manages the components and hardware to actuate its given tasks.
Current robot’s technology is so advanced that its physical ability outperforms
humans in speed, power, and precision. The combination of speed and power
can be dangerous because humans may require a certain time to perceive and
react to the hazard that threaten them. Thus, most of industrial robots are iso-
lated in a cage to protect humans from potential hazards.

The conventional implementation of separating the workspace with fences
might no longer be relevant for the current trend of industrial 4.0 that is moving
towards flexible and intelligent manufacturing. Humans —with their intelli-
gence and ability to adapt—are expected to collaborate with robots to increase
the productivity of manufacturing. Moreover, less than 15% of jobs consist
of activities that are fully automatable [9]. A collaborative scenario utilizes
both robots’ and humans’ superiority to improve productivity and efficiency
in manufacturing industry.

4
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2.1.1 Safety Analysis
In a human-robot collaboration (HRC) operation, robots and humans are work-
ing together in the same workspace to perform their tasks. Safety analysis is
required to guarantee that each agent can work safely and efficiently. A guide
for collaborative operation is established in ISO/TS 15066 [3]. This technical
specification also requires the robots used in collaborative operation to ful-
fill safety requirements defined in ISO/TS 10218 [10]. According to ISO/TS
15066 [3], a collaborative operation may include at least one of the following
modes:

1. Safety-rated monitored stop: the safety-rated monitored stop function is
activated when the robot is in the collaborative workspace. Thus, the
robot does not move and the human is allowed to enter the workspace.
Once the human has exited the workspace, the robot can continue mov-
ing without any additional intervention. Otherwise, the robot operates
non-collaborativelywhen there is no human in the collaborativeworkspace.

2. Hand guiding: a human operator sends out motion signals to the robot
system using a hand-operated device. The robot comes to a safety-rated
monitored stop before the human is allowed to enter the collaborative
workspace and perform the hand-guiding task. The task is accomplished
by manually operating controlling devices located near the robot.

3. Speed and separation monitoring: the robot system and human may
move simultaneously in the collaborative workspace. Risk of collision
is reduced by always maintaining at least the protective separation dis-
tance between human and robot. The robot system automatically stops
when the distance between human and robot decreases to a value below
the safe limit. When the human shifts away from the robot system, the
robot system can continue its motion automatically while staying at least
the protective separation distance away from the human. The protective
separation distance is adjusted according to the robot’s speed.

4. Power and force limiting: physical contact between a human and the
robot system can occur in a workspace. The robot must have a specific
feature to limit the power and force in a collaborative operation. Risk
can be reduced (either through a safety-related control system or through
inherently safemeasures) by keeping the risk value below threshold limit
that is established by the risk assessment module.
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When choosing which mode to be implemented, one must consider several
factors such as how often the humans interact with the robot, the technology
of the robot to perform the operation, the severity that may be caused if failure
happens, etc. A proposed method to perform safety analysis in Inam et al.[5] is
based on speed and distance monitoring mode. This method splits the safety
analysis into offline and online parts. Offline safety analysis is simulation-
based where the high-level plans are evaluated before being assigned to the
robot. Online safety analysis is executed on the robot to perform risk assess-
ment algorithm based on its sensors’ data. This risk assessment generates dy-
namic 3-layered safety fields around the robot depending on its internal condi-
tions (e.g. mass and speed) and its surrounding obstacles. The risk assessment
module is based on a hazard operability (HAZOP) technique coupled with
Unified Modelling Language (UML) [11] and technical specification ISO/TS
15066:2016 [3] which is already implemented in [4].

2.1.2 Risk Management

Figure 2.1: Risk management process [4].

The risk management process was introduced in ISO 31000:2018: Risk
management — Guidelines [12] to identify, assess, and mitigate/reduce safety
risks in collaborative scenarios. It provides the general structure along with
the required components of how a risk management should be designed. The
work of Inam et al.[4] implements a risk management system for an automated
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warehouse scenario. The risk management process for this scenario is shown
in figure 2.1. It consists of four main phases which are explained as follows:

1. Hazard and risk identification: Manually identify all possible threats
in HRC scenarios including the possible consequences and damages to
humans and other objects. This phase is conducted by applying the HA-
ZOP (HAZard OPerability) method[11], which is suitable for HRC sce-
narios. The first step in applying this method is modelling the scenarios
by use case, sequence, and state-machine diagrams. It is followed by
generating system’s deviations using attributes and guidewords in the
next step. In the final step, meaningless deviations are removed and re-
dundant deviations are merged to obtain a list of hazards.

2. Risk analysis: The robot detects its environment by using its sensors
and then generates a scene graph [13] information. The scene graph
is chosen because it incorporates the semantic relationship between the
objects present in the scene. It also contains information about the type
(e.g. human, conveyor belt, charging dock), distance, orientation, direc-
tion, and speed of the obstacles seen by the robot. This analysis calcu-
lates the magnitude of potential hazard that may occur to the robot and
the obstacles.

3. Risk evaluation: In this phase, the robot examines its internal properties
to generate the concentric circles safety zone around it. The robot’s
safety zones consist of red (when obstacle is very close), yellow (when
obstacle is close) and green (when obstacle is far away) zones as shown
in figure 2.2a. These zones also indicate if the risk magnitude is high
(red), moderate (yellow), or absent (green).

4. Risk mitigation: This phase is also known as risk reduction or treatment.
It utilizes the information from previous phases such as obstacle’s dis-
tance, obstacle’s direction, and obstacle’s risk magnitude to determine
which action should be taken by the robot. The robot must stop imme-
diately if the obstacle is near (located in red zone) and the risk is high.
If the risk is moderate, the robot will limit its speed and/or modify its
path to avoid the obstacles. When there is no risk, the robot will work
normally and no mitigation is required.

Figure 2.2 shows a situation in a simulated warehouse where a robot en-
counters a human and a conveyor belt. Those two objects are identified as
obstacles by the scene graph generator module. The scene graph generator ex-
tracts the properties of the obstacles and summarizes them into a scene graph
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(a) Robot with the safety zone encounter a
human and static obstacle.

(b) Scene graph generated from the
scenario shown in 2.2a.

Figure 2.2: Scene graph generation.

information as shown in 2.2b. Risk analysis and risk evaluation take this scene
graph information to analyze and generate the risk value of each obstacle. In
this case, the human has the highest risk value because he is the nearest obsta-
cle to the robot and his movement is unpredictable. Scene graph information
coupled with the risk values will be used by the risk mitigation module as the
input.

2.2 Artificial Intelligence for Risk Mitigation
In order to reduce potential hazard that may occur in robot operation, a mit-
igation module has to be designed and implemented. This module analyzes
the current condition of the robot (including level of risk and obstacle’s prop-
erties) and then decides an action to mitigate the risk. Artificial intelligence
is important for risk mitigation because it can execute a complex decision-
making process in a short time. This thesis focused on fuzzy logic system and
reinforcement learning algorithms. Both algorithms were evaluated in safety
and efficiency perspectives.
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2.2.1 Fuzzy Logic System
In a binary logic system, a statement or condition has a discrete value; either
true or false. The fuzzy logic system[14] relaxes the binary system so a state-
ment has a score/percentage of truth. In a daily example, a switch can be seen
as a binary system; it can only turn a lamp on or off. However, a fuzzy logic
system is like a dimmer that can control the brightness of a lamp with a certain
percentage. In a mobile robot application, a work by Farkhatdinov et al.[15]
implements fuzzy logic system for controlling the teleoperation feedback. The
work of Inam et al.[4] also used fuzzy logic system to calculate the risk value
of a robot’s operation.

The fuzzy logic system is implemented in this project because of the fol-
lowing reasons:

• The linguistic interpretation of fuzzy logic rules is easy to understand.

• The decision is explainable. If there is a flag for every rule, then an
action of the system can be tracked by checking the active flag.

• The system has continuous control for the output. For example, the
brightness of the lamp can be controlled by a fuzzy logic system instead
of on/off in a binary system.

• The collection of rules can be preservedwith differentmembership func-
tions. For example, consider a fuzzy logic system of a robot that has the
following rule: "If the distance is near, slow down the robot". This rule
can be used with different types of membership functions. A fast robot
can have its definition of near as < 0.5 meter and a slow robot may have
its definition of near as < 0.1 meter.

Figure 2.3: Fuzzy logic system architecture consists of fuzzifier, knowledge
base, inference engine, and deffuzifier modules.

A fuzzy logic system consists of four main modules which are fuzzifier,
knowledge base, inference engine, and deffuzifier. The architecture of a fuzzy
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logic system is shown in figure 2.3. The details and the relationship between
the modules are explained as follows:

Fuzzifier module

Properties of an object can be measured in a precise measurement. For exam-
ple, the distance between two objects can be represented by a number followed
by unit (e.g. meter). This precise information is also known as crisp informa-
tion. However, a fuzzy logic system requires qualitative information instead of
crisp information. Each property of the system must have a unique linguistic
variable (e.g. distance) and some linguistic values (e.g. near, medium, and
far) to be used in the rules for the system.

In a fuzzy logic system, one must define some levels of information for
every input variable. All levels of each variable are aggregated in an array of
membership values known as fuzzy set. The membership value quantifies the
membership quality of a crisp information to a certain level of information.
One must define the membership functions which convert a crisp input to a
membership value for each level. The form of membership function can be
a triangular, trapezoidal, gaussian, sigmoid etc. which is obtained manually
by a specialist. For example, a fuzzy logic system may categorize a distance
information into ’near’, ’medium’, and ’far’ with the membership functions
illustrated in figure 2.4. If the system measured the distance as 1.0 meter, the
membership functions will generate a fuzzy set of near with score 0, medium
with score 0.8, and far with score 0.2.

Figure 2.4: Membership function of an input variable.
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Knowledge base module

The knowledge base module stores all IF-THEN rules that incorporate the lin-
guistic variables and linguistic values of the system. The IF statement may
contain several variables that are aggregated with some operators. The fuzzy
logic system has different operations from probabilistic and binary systems for
union and intersection. Intersection (AND) in fuzzy logic is determined by the
minimum value of the inputs and union (OR) is determined by the maximum
value of the inputs. However, complement (NOT) in fuzzy logic is similar to
probabilistic and binary system (1 - its value). For example, a rule of ’IF dis-
tance is near OR distance is medium THEN speed is half’ will consider the
highest membership function between ’near’ and ’medium’ to calculate the
membership function of the output (speed).

Inference engine

Thismodule generates an inference based on fuzzy sets from the fuzzifiermod-
ule and all rules that are stored in the knowledge base module. In a binary
system, a discrete output from an inference is obtained by the truth value of
the input which is also discrete (either true or false). Consequently, to deter-
mine an output value from a binary system, all the relevant inputs must be
combined in one static rule. However, in a fuzzy logic system, fuzzy sets may
have several categories with their corresponding score. This system applies
multiple rules to the fuzzy set in determining the output. Figure 2.5 shows the
inference of the example above where the crisp input is 1.0 m and the rules
are: "IF distance is near THEN scale speed is stop", "IF distance is medium
THEN scale speed is slow", and "IF distance is far THEN scale speed is fast".

Figure 2.5: Illustration of fuzzy logic inference where the rules are applied to
the fuzzy set from the fuzzifier module in order to generate the fuzzy set of the
output.
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Defuzzifier module

The defuzzifier is a module that transforms a fuzzy set that is generated by the
inference engine into a crisp output value. A crisp output is required because
the system can only produce one specific action. In case of controlling the
speed of a robot, the output must be the percentage of the scaling speed instead
of fuzzy set values (such as 0.8 slow and 0.2 fast).

2.2.2 Reinforcement Learning
In the fuzzy logic system, one has to define all the rules and membership func-
tions required for the system to perform its task. This task may consume a lot
of resources, even more so to fine-tune the parameters. A reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm has learning ability, so a system can improve its performance by
itself.

Figure 2.6: In a cycle of reinforcement learning system, an agent executes
an action to the environment and obtains a reward and a state of the current
condition.

In a reinforcement learning system, the component that executes the de-
cision making process is called an agent. For every cycle, an agent does an
action and obtains a state which contains information about the current con-
dition. It will also receive a reward that measure the quality of the action.
The system uses this reward to improve the performance of the system. A re-
inforcement learning model optimizes its performance in order to maximize
the reward in the upcoming action. The process of a reinforcement learning
system is illustrated in figure 2.6.
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Deep Q-Learning

Q-Learning[16] is a reinforcement learning algorithm which measures the ac-
tion value for the given state. It employs a Q-table with the row and column
representing the state and action. This table records the quality of an action
for every state to maximize the future reward. Since one component of the
table is an array of the states, each unique condition must be assigned to a
discrete state. For example, a distance information can be categorized into
three discrete states (near, medium and far). If an agent requires two distance
measurements (e.g. clearance distance on left and right sides of the robot),
it will have nine discrete states. The number of the discrete states will grow
exponentially if one wants a higher granularity of the current situation.

A Deep Q-Network (DQN) [17] extends the Q-learning method to over-
come more complicated input states. It employs a neural network to approach
the Q-table used in the Q-learning algorithm. It holds the same concept with
Q-learning where it scores all the possible actions for the current state. The
neural network accommodates a continuous state value to generate the quality
of each possible action. This method gained attention when it was introduced
byMnih et al.[17] because it can outperform the human expert in playing Atari
games.

This method also employs experience replay[18] and target network sep-
aration. The experience replay technique stores the recent experiences of an
agent. Each experience contains a tuple of state, action, reward, and next state.
On the training process, a number of experiences are drawn randomly. By do-
ing this, the network does not only learn from the latest conditions but also
learn from the past experience.

A DQN utilizes a second network during the training. This network is
used to compute the loss of the actions. This method is used to avoid unstable
training when one network is used for q-value estimation. The target network
has a fixed weight and periodically updates the primary Q-network.

In the state-of-the-art DQN model[17] or collision avoidance using rein-
forcement learning [19][20][21], the system takes the raw image as the state
(input). Other works by Coors[22] (2016) used the LIDAR (Light Detection
and Ranging) information as the input for the system. However, this project
utilizes the scene graph[13] information because it has a compact represen-
tation that covers the important properties of the obstacle. The scene graph
information also shows the relationship between detected objects.
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2.2.3 Performance Measurement
The implementation of artificial intelligence methods for risk mitigation must
be quantified to allow for evaluation of the performance. According to Munoz
Ceballos and Valencia Velasquez [23], there are three metrics that can be used
to measure the performance which are security, dimensions and smoothness.

Security metrics measure the clearance of the travelled path during the
robot’s operation. In the safety perspective, it can be considered as how well a
robot keeps its risk as low as possible. Three types of metrics stated in [23] are:
1) Mean distance between the robot and all obstacles throughout the operation
measured by all sensors; 2) Mean minimum distance between the robot and
the closest obstacle for each sensor; 3) Minimum distance between the robot
and the closest obstacle from any sensor.

Dimension metrics measure the optimality of the path. It consists of path
length, mean distance to the goal, and control periods. Mean distance to the
goal can be calculated bymeasuring the distance from each point of the robot’s
trajectory to the goal position averaged by the number of points. This metric
indicates that a good trajectory is obtained when the robot always move closer
to the goal (by having lower mean distance than other trajectories). Control
period is the computation time needed for the system to control the robot. It is
also related to the number of decisions taken by the planner to reach the goal.

Smoothness metrics measure the energy and time requirements for the
movement, i.e. a smooth path indicates energy and time efficiency. This met-
ric consists of bending energy and smoothness of curvature. Bending energy
calculates the sum of the squares of the curvature at each point of the path
(a lower bending energy value is desirable as the trajectory gets straighter).
Smoothness of curvature is defined by the square of change in the curvature
of the trajectory with respect to the time.

In a mobile robot application, the main task of the robot is to move from
one point to another (in most cases, the goal is to transport a load). This task is
also commonly known as navigation. Munoz Ceballos andValencia Velasquez
[23] also mentioned that the typical parameters for measuring the navigation
performance are:

• Completion of the task: Number of successful missions.

• Path length: Distance traveled to accomplish the task.

• Time execution: Elapsed time to complete the task.

• Collision: Number of collisions during operation. This parameter is
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often normalized by the number of missions, path length, and time du-
ration.

• Obstacle clearance: Distance from robot to the closest obstacle.

• Robustness in narrow spaces: Number of narrow passages successfully
traversed.

• Smoothness of trajectory: Measure of the energy and time requirements
for the movement.

2.3 Computation Architecture
Since the best performing algorithm is implemented in a real robot, the compu-
tation architecture is designed to deliver a realistic performance. The robot’s
processing unit has limited computation power and it is hard to scale up. One
has to examine whether the robot’s processor is capable to run all the pro-
grams with a reasonable performance or some of the computations have to be
distributed/relocated.

2.3.1 Robot Operating System (ROS)
ROS is an open-source robot operating system that provides a structured com-
munications layer above the host operating systems of a heterogeneous com-
puting cluster[24]. ROS’s modular structure facilitates robot developer’s flex-
ibility to design the robot’s computation architecture. A system built using
ROS may have several processes running together in either a single host or
multiple hosts connected with a peer-to-peer topology.

ROS has three levels of concepts: the file-system level that controls how
data is stored and retrieved; the computation graph level that describes the
peer-to-peer network of ROS processes; and the Community level that enable
people to exchange software and knowledge of ROS resources. The fundamen-
tal computation graph concepts of the ROS [24] implementation are described
as follows:

• Node: A node is a single process that performs a specific computation
task. A robot usually has many processes running together that are dis-
tributed in several nodes. For example, one node manages the input
sensors, one node implements high-level navigation, one node controls
the motors, and so on.
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• Master: ROS master provides naming and registration services to the
rest of the nodes in the ROS system. It enables each ROS node to find
the necessary nodes so they can communicate peer-to-peer.

• Messages: ROS message is a data structure that is used to exchange
information among nodes in a ROS system.

• Topics: Topic is a channel that is used to deliver the messages in a ROS
implementation. The output of a node is published to a given topic.
Other nodes that need information from that node can subscribe to the
topic so they be notified if there is an update. One node can publish
multiple topics and one topic may have multiple publisher nodes.

• Services: Service is an action that is executed by a node after receiving
a request from another node. The node that sends a request must wait
for a response from the requested node. One node can only provide a
service to one requesting node.

ROS is used in this project to implement the risk management system as
shown in figure 2.1. Each module is implemented in a ROS node and commu-
nicates with other nodes. A risk mitigation module is a node that subscribes to
risk evaluation node to get the risk information. Later, this node makes deci-
sions based on the implemented AI algorithm and then publishes an informa-
tion that is used in navigation node. Two ROS nodes (fuzzy logic system and
reinforcement learning) are implemented and they can be used interchangeably
to mitigate the risk.

2.3.2 Edge Computation
A complex robot system has many processes running together in order to per-
form its main task. However, the robot has limited resources to run all the
processes in its processor. A cluster of processors can be implemented to dis-
tribute the computation load but this approach is not feasible for a mobile robot
that has a limitation in carrying the computation unit along with its power sup-
ply. Thus, the computation of a complex systemmust be distributed to another
place without sacrificing a significant performance.

Cloud computing is commonly used to move the computational load over
the internet. The advantages of implementing cloud computing are the avail-
ability of a huge amount of storage, the possibility of direct information from
a simple device, the accessibility of the data for many users over the internet,
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etc. Since cloud computing is a centralized system, latency and load on the
server increase when more devices are using the service.

(a) An illustration of cloud computing ar-
chitecture [25].

(b) An illustration of edge computing ar-
chitecture [25].

Figure 2.7: Diagram of computation architectures.

Edge computing is proposed in [26] as a decentralized processing approach.
It moves computing applications and services from the centralized unit to a re-
mote device at the closest locations and provides the processing power there
[25]. This implementation requires additional processing unit between the
cloud and the end-devices as shown in figure 2.7b. In this way, latency is
reduced and the load on the cloud is distributed to the edge nodes.
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Methods

This chapter explains how the technical implementation of this master thesis
project was carried out. The section 3.1 of this chapter provides the descrip-
tion of the HRC scenarios and metrics used to evaluate the algorithms. In the
section 3.2, the implementation of artificial intelligence algorithms for risk
mitigation are explained. Section 3.3 describes the implementation of the risk
mitigation algorithm on a real robot.

3.1 Implementation Design
In this work, the mobile robot’s main operation is to transport an object inside
a warehouse environment. This section explains how the risk management
modules are implemented, the simulated warehouse scenario and the metrics
used to evaluate the implemented risk mitigation algorithms.

3.1.1 Robot Control System
This project uses a research robot model Turtlebot2i1. This robot was chosen
for this project because it is a low cost robot and has a manipulator arm on its
front part. Since this robot is a differential-drive robot, the navigation is done
by controlling the left and right wheel as shown in figure 3.1a. By default, the
robot is able to navigate if it has the map of the environment. The MoveBase
module has a trajectory planner that generates the path and the local_planner
that controls the speed so the robot follows the path. The risk management
modules are built on top of this system to minimize the modification to the

1The details of the Turtlebot2i can be found in: https://www.trossenrobotics.com/
interbotix-turtlebot-2i-mobile-ros-platform.aspx
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default implementation. It manipulates the speed of each wheel by scaling the
speed command given by the MoveBase module. Applying different speed
scale to the robot’s wheels can turn the robot’s direction while having the same
scale for both wheels maintains the robot’s direction. The control diagram of
the robot is shown in figure 3.1b.

(a) Turtlebot2i robot. (b) The green boxes show the default modules for robot navigation
and the blue boxes shows the developed risk management modules.

Figure 3.1: Robot control system

3.1.2 Simulated Scenarios
The V-REP[27] program was used to simulate the robot’s behaviour in dif-
ferent automated warehouse scenarios. This simulator was used because it
simplifies the development and the testing process as it only requires a com-
puter instead of a real robot. A simulated warehouse scenario contains one or
more of the following obstacles such as conveyor belt, product shelf, box, and
human. It is also equipped with the occupancy grid map[28] that is used for
the robot navigation. The obstacles that appear on the map are considered as
the known obstacles. The navigation modules will avoid these obstacles when
it plans to move around the warehouse. However, other obstacles that do not
appear on the map are considered as the unknown obstacles. These unknown
obstacles will be detected by the scene graph generator during robot’s opera-
tion. In this way, the robot will be exposed to an unpredictable situation when
a new obstacle appears.
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(a) Simulated warehouse with static and human obstacles. (b) Occupancy grid map.

Figure 3.2: Training scenario in a simulated warehouse environment.

During the training of the reinforcement learning modules, the map of the
navigation module only contains the walls of the warehouse. Other obstacles
such as humans and conveyor belts which are considered as the unknown ob-
stacles must be avoided. In the training phase, the robot moves around the
warehouse towards a random position. The simulated warehouse for the train-
ing phase is shown in figure 3.2a while its occupancy grid map is shown in
figure 3.2b.

The evaluation scenarios are designed differently from the training sce-
nario in order to test the generalization of the AI models. There are four
scenarios that were used to test the artificial intelligence algorithms for risk
mitigation. The first scenario is a warehouse that contains only known obsta-
cles. In this scenario, the robot will not collide with known obstacles such as
conveyor belt and product’s shelf. In the ideal situation, the warehouse should
be clean from any unknown obstacle. However, in an actual operation, a robot
may drop its load. The dropped load will be an obstacle and the robot must
avoid it. Thus, the second scenario is designed with the static obstacles. The
first and the second scenarios are shown in figure 3.3a and 3.3b
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(a) Scenario with only known obstacles. (b) Scenario with known and unknown
static obstacles.

(c) Scenario with known obstacles and hu-
mans.

(d) Scenario with unknown static obsta-
cles and humans.

Figure 3.3: Evaluation scenarios with different components of the obstacles.

The robot in the collaborative automated warehouse is designed to work
together with humans. Humans may stay or walk around the warehouse de-
pending on their tasks. Thus, human is categorized as a dynamic and unknown
obstacle because its activity may vary and cannot be predicted easily. The third
scenario is designed with five walking humans moving around the warehouse
and two humans standing on their position as shown in figure 3.3c. The sim-
ulated human is walking in a random path with random speed that may vary
between 0.1 to 0.35 m/s. The fourth scenario as shown in figure 3.3d is the
combination of the second and third scenario. This scenario is built to sim-
ulate the warehouse scenario where both unknown static objects and humans
may interfere with robot operation.

3.1.3 Evaluation Criteria
An evaluation program manages the ROS service request to the navigation
module so the robot moves following this path: start - goal - start - goal as
shown in figure 3.3a. During the operation, the same program records all
the metrics by subscribing information to the relevant ROS topics. Fifteen
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metrics were modeled to evaluate the developed risk mitigation methods. As
explained in the section 2.2.3, the navigation and collision avoidance metrics
from [23] are used. Other metrics are also introduced to measure the safety of
the operation. The following is the description of each metric:

• Safe (green) zone: The percentage of time when there is no obstacle in
warning and critical zones.

• Warning (yellow) zone: The percentage of time when the closest obsta-
cle is in the warning zone.

• Critical (red) zone: The percentage of time when the closest obstacle is
in the critical zone.

• Mean risk value: Mean of the risk value during operation.

• Maximum risk value: Maximum value of risk that is experienced during
the operation.

• Mean of (risk×speed): This metric collects/sums the multiplication of
the robot’s speed and its risk value and then divides by the count of
recorded data.

• Max of (risk×speed): This metric records the maximum multiplication
of the robot’s speed and its risk value during the operation.

• Mean distance to obstacle: Mean of every distance sensor (in LIDAR)
from robot’s center to its surrounding during the operation.

• Mean minimum distance to obstacle: Every distance sensor (in LIDAR)
record their minimummeasurement during operation. This metric takes
the mean of that data from all sensors.

• Minimum distance to obstacle: The minimum distance to the closest
obstacle that the robot has ever experienced during the operation.

• Number of collisions: Counts the collisions that happen during the op-
eration.

• Time execution: Duration needed by the robot to accomplish the task
measured in seconds. In the simulation, this metric does not reflect the
actual execution time because the rendering process spends more com-
putational power.
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• Path length: Distance traveled to accomplish the task.

• Mean distance to goal: Mean of the distance from each point along the
robot’s path to the goal position. Lower values of this metric implies
that the robot can reach the goal faster which is better.

• Mean speed: Mean of the robot’s speed during operation.

These metrics can be classified into two types which are safety and effi-
ciency. Time execution, path length, mean distance to goal, and mean speed
are the metrics to measure the efficiency aspect. However, other metrics are
used to measure the safety aspect of the algorithms.

3.2 Risk Mitigation Algorithm
The risk mitigation module is built to mitigate the risk and minimize the po-
tential hazard that may occur. It was built as an addition to the robot control
system so it can be applied to any robot with minimal modification of the
installed modules. The two algorithms used to develop risk mitigation were
fuzzy logic system and reinforcement learning. Both algorithms take scene
graph information and risk values from risk analysis module. The scene graph
information is extracted from V-REP simulator which generates a precise in-
formation.

3.2.1 Baseline Model
The ROS navigation stack has the ability to avoid obstacles by taking infor-
mation from a LIDAR. This implementation does not consider the type of the
obstacle and only senses the obstacle that is detected in the same height as the
LIDAR sensor. The result of this implementation is considered as the base
performance when risk mitigation is not implemented. The LIDAR data can
be combined with other information (e.g. scene graph) to build the risk mit-
igation module. This data combination is necessary to get an accurate mea-
surement especially when the scene graph generator only uses a monocular
camera without any depth/distance sensor.

3.2.2 Fuzzy Logic System
A robot can face obstacles in various conditions during its operation. During
its navigation from source to destination, the number of obstacles and their
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properties (e.g. location, size, type, etc.) can also vary. In this implemen-
tation, fuzzy logic system only considers the riskiest obstacle. Considering
more obstacles requires more rules to cover all the possible combinations of
the obstacles’ properties. The fuzzy logic system requires a set of rules and it
is important to keep the number of rules less for faster execution.

Fuzzy Logic Input

In this fuzzy logic system, the risk mitigation module receives a scene graph
and risk value information from the preceding (risk analysis) module. How-
ever, this module only takes three properties of the riskiest obstacle. Those
properties (which are also known as linguistic variables in fuzzy logic system)
for the inputs are obstacle’s distance, direction, and risk value. In this system,
the crisp value of each input is converted into several membership functions
by the implemented membership functions.

The distance linguistic variable has three linguistic valueswhich are “near”,
“medium”, and “far”. These three categories are selected to consider the deci-
sion that the robot should make. For example, a robot can keep the speed high
when the obstacle is far, but it must reduce the speed when the obstacle is in
medium distance. If the obstacle is near, the robot must stop to avoid a colli-
sion. The membership functions of ’near’ and ’far’ categories are trapezoidal
functions and the ’medium’ membership function is a triangular function. The
trapezoidal function was used because any distance which is less than 0.4 m
must have the maximum membership value of ’near’ category. Similarly, any
distance which is more than 1.6 meters must have the maximum membership
value of the ’far’ category. Therefore, the trapezoidal function is used. The
’medium’ distance is defined as around 0.8 meters and a triangular function
is selected to simulate this definition. Any distance in between 0.4 m and 1.6
m may have certain membership values for two categories. The membership
function of the obstacle’s distance is shown in figure 3.4a.

The obstacle’s direction is differentiated into five linguistic value which are
’right’, ’front right’, ’front’, ’front left’, and ’left’. The robot uses this infor-
mation to decide in which direction it should move to avoid the collision. The
membership function of each obstacle’s direction is defined with a triangular
function. The maxima of the triangular function is located at every 45 degrees
and its minimas are located at 45 degrees before and after it, as shown in figure
3.4b. The obstacle that is in front of the robot has 0 degree. If the obstacle
is on the left side of the robot, the crisp value of the direction is positive. In
contrast, the obstacle has a negative crisp value if it is on the right side of the
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robot.
The risk value is categorized into five categories which are ’very low’,

’low’, ’medium’, ’high’, and ’very high’ following the linguistic values on the
risk analysis module[6]. In the risk analysis module, risk values are crisp val-
ues ranging from 0 to 4. The risk value’s membership functions are Gaussian
because it represents the normal distribution of each risk level. Every risk
membership function is defined with its mean value but with the same stan-
dard deviation value of 0.3. The mean value of ’very low’, ’low’, ’medium’,
’high’, and ’very high’ are defined as 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The mem-
bership function of the obstacle’s risk value is shown in figure 3.4c.

(a) Obstacle’s distance (m) variable. (b) Obstacle’s direction (degree) variable.

(c) Obstacle’s risk variable. (d) Speed scale variable.

Figure 3.4: Fuzzy logic system membership functions to convert a crisp value
into a fuzzy set for each linguistic variable.

Fuzzy Logic Output

The output of the fuzzy logic system for risk mitigation are the speed scales for
left and right wheels of the robot. Those values are generated from a defuzzi-
fier module which uses Gaussian membership functions for each linguistic
value. The ’stop’ category’s mean value is 0 with standard deviation value of
0.1. The ’slow’, ’medium’ and ’fast’ categories’ mean values are 0.2, 0.8, and
1.2 respectively, and the standard deviation is set with 0.2. The speed scale’s
membership function is shown in figure 3.4d.
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Fuzzy Logic Inference

The fuzzy logic system generates the outputs by applying the fuzzy set from
the input to the implemented fuzzy rules. Since fuzzy logic utilizes linguistic
variables, the rules are highly interpretable. One of the rules that is applied
in this risk mitigation system is "if obstacle’s distance is medium and its di-
rection is on the front left and its risk value is very high then the left wheel
scale is medium and the right wheel scale is slow". In this example, this mod-
ule minimizes the risk of hazard by avoiding the obstacle. In doing so, the
implemented rule changes the robot’s orientation by implementing different
speed scales for the robot’s wheels. All the mitigation rules that can be found
in section A of the appendix are created manually based on ISO/TS 15066 [3]
and safety recommendations presented in [4].

3.2.3 Reinforcement Learning
Considering only one obstacle of the robot may lead to a tricky situation. For
example, there could be two similar obstacles located in front-left and front-
right of the robot with the same distance to the robot. Ideally, the robot should
go straight if there is enough gap, otherwise it should stop. Having a system
which considers only one obstacle may not present a realistic scenario. Once
the robot has avoided the front-left obstacle by turning right, it will get closer
to the front-right obstacle. If the robot has quick response, it will oscillate
between those two obstacles. Otherwise, there will be a collision with the
obstacle.

The implementation of reinforcement learning considers all the obstacles
(more than one) which are recognized by the robot’s obstacle detection. Since
the reinforcement learning module is able to improve its model by obtaining
rewards, one does not need to create the mitigation rules manually. The fol-
lowing sections explains the formulation of reinforcement learning for risk
mitigation.

State Formulation

A reinforcement learning model acquires the current situation by obtaining a
state. The formulation of the state has to be defined so the model captures the
important information about its condition. In order to have more information,
all the obstacles inside the robot-camera’s field of view must be considered.
The scene graph generator is able to identify all the obstacles in front of the
robot. However, the location and size of the obstacles can vary. Thus it is
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needed to transform the scene graph information into a two-dimensional map,
so the robot has better representation of the obstacles’ dimension and location.
The camera of the robot has 114◦ field of view (FOV) with 3.5 meter range of
depth sensing. The camera’s field of view is then split into 12 different zones
of direction as shown in figure 3.5b. To avoid confusion with safety zone, these
12 zones will be further referred as direction zones. For each direction zone,
the systemmeasures the closest distance to the obstacle. These twelve distance
values are used in the input states for the reinforcement learning model.

(a) Top-view of a scenario similar to figure
2.2a.

(b) 2D map of the FOV zone
and mapped obstacles from fig-
ure 3.5a.

Figure 3.5: Parsing the scene graph information as shown in figure 2.2b to a
2D map for reinforcement learning state formulation.

In addition, the following information were also used in the input states:

• Robot’s linear speed: The robot’s translation speed.

• Robot’s angular speed: The robot’s rotational speed.

• Max risk value: The maximum risk value of the obstacles inside the
camera’s FOV.

• Radius of warning zone: The radius of warning (yellow) zone that is
generated by the safety analysis module.
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• Radius of safe zone: The radius of safe (green) zone that is generated by
the safety analysis module.

• Nearest obstacle’s distance: The distance between robot and the nearest
obstacle.

• Nearest obstacle’s direction: The direction of the nearest obstacle rela-
tive to the robot’s frontal side.

The first five values are used in all models along with the twelve direction
zone’s nearest distance information. However, the last two values (nearest ob-
stacle’s distance and direction) are only used for the input state in the hybrid
Q-network which will be explained later.

Reward Function

Along with the states, a reinforcement learning model also receives a reward
to measure the quality of its action. A good reward is given when the agent
performs a correct action to reach its goal. Consequently, a bad reward or
punishment is given if the agent deviates from what it is expected to do. In
this implementation, the robot is expected to mitigate and minimize the risk.
The safety zone introduced in [5] represents the safety value of the obstacle
with respect to its distance to the robot. The radius of safe, warning, and
critical zones are utilized to assign the reward value to the agent. The following
algorithm shows the details of the reward function:

Rclearance ← 1/dnearest
if avoiding obstacle then
Ryaw ← +1

else
Ryaw ← −%yaw

end if
if collision happens then
R← −5000

else if dnearest < rcritical then
R← (Rclearance ×Ryaw)− 50

else if dnearest < rwarning then
R← (Rclearance ×Ryaw)− 10

else if displacement > 0.017 then
if dnearest < rsafe then
R← (Rclearance ×Ryaw) + 1
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else
R← +1

end if
else
R← −1

end if
The total rewards(R) is based on the clearance reward (Rclearance) and the

yaw reward (Ryaw). The clearance reward measures the relevance of the ob-
stacle; having a near obstacle will increase the value of this reward. The yaw
reward measures the correctness of choosing an action. If the action changes
the robot’s direction towards an obstacle, the value of the yaw reward will be
negative. Multiplying clearance reward (Rclearance) and yaw reward(Ryaw) in-
dicates the quality of obstacle avoidance.

In terms of risk, the safety zones around the robot are also used to deter-
mine the total reward (R). If there is an obstacle inside the safety zones (criti-
cal, warning, or safe zone), the multiplication of clearance reward (Rclearance)
and yaw reward (Ryaw) is taken into account. If the nearest obstacle is inside
the critical radius (rcritical) or warning radius (rwarning), additional reward of
-50 or -10 are given respectively. A positive reward is given when robot has
moved 0.17 m and there is no obstacle within the warning and critical zone.
This requirement is created to prevent the robot from coming to a halt when
the situation is safe.

Actions

Similar to fuzzy logic system, the reinforcement learning model manipulates
the movement of the robot by scaling the wheel speed. In this implementation,
there are four discrete values to scale the speed of the robot’s wheel which
are 0.0, 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2. These values were selected to represent the ’stop’,
’slow’, ’medium’, and ’fast’ categories which are used in the fuzzy logic system
approach. Thus, there are sixteen different combinations of the scaling speed
for the left and right wheel of the robot.

Q-network Architectures

The reinforcement learning model implements Deep Q-Learning with a sep-
arated target network and experience replay. Three Q-Network models were
built to perform the riskmitigation. The first model shown in figure 3.6a imple-
ments a fully connected network (FCN) with 17 input states with two hidden
layers which are using rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function. The
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first hidden layer has 64 neurons and the second hidden layer has 32 neurons
followed by dropout layer (20%) before the output layer. The output layer of
this network has 16 neurons of fully connected network with linear activation
function.
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32
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FC:Linear

17

16
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(a) Fully-connected
network.
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(b) 1D convolutional
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(c) Hybrid network.

Figure 3.6: The deep Q-network architectures.

The second model implements a convolutional neural network for the Q-
network. It records the last twenty states and uses them as the input of the
convolutional layer. This information is transposed so the convolutional layers
convolve the input in a time-step manner. The input of this model also has
seventeen properties similar to the FCN implementation. In the later chapters,
this model is referred as CNN model and its network configuration is shown
in figure 3.6b and table 3.1.

Table 3.1: The architecture of the Q-network with 1D Convolutional Neural
Network.

No. Layer Activation Size Filter size Filter Stride
1 Convolutional ReLU 32 Filter 3 1
2 Convolutional ReLU 32 Filter 3 1
3 Convolutional ReLU 32 Filter 3 1
4 Average pooling - - - -
5 Fully connected Linear 16 Neurons - -

The last model is the hybrid model which has the combination of FCN
and CNN. The last six frames of zone-distance states are stacked as the input
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of the convolutional layer and seven other states are used as the input of fully-
connected network layer. The convolutional layers convolve the input between
direction zones with their neighbouring zones. The convolutional neural net-
work and the fully-connected network are connected to the last layer of this
network as shown in figure 3.6c.

Table 3.2: The architecture of the Q-network with Hybrid Network.

No. Layer Activation Size Filter size Filter Stride
1 Convolutional ReLU 16 Filter 2 1
2 Convolutional ReLU 32 Filter 2 1
3 Convolutional ReLU 32 Filter 2 1
4 Max pooling - 3 - -
5 Fully connected ReLU 32 Neurons - -
6 Fully connected ReLU 16 Neurons - -
7 Fully connected Linear 16 Neurons - -

3.3 Computation Architecture
Once the development of safety management modules is complete, the deploy-
ment to the real robot must be designed. One limitation that may appear in this
implementation is the robot’s computing power. Having a high computational
load may slow down the process and consequently may decrease the perfor-
mance of the robot. In contrast to the simulation, the real robot generates the
scene graph information by analyzing the image (color and depth) information
captured by the camera. This scene graph generator module has the highest
computational load because it implements Mask R-CNN[29] method which
is based on a deep neural network architecture with millions of parameters.
This section describes two scenarios of implementing safety modules to the
real robot, which were used in this thesis project.

Figure 3.7: The data pipeline between modules to record the duration of
risk management.

The computation performance in this project is measured by the duration
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of each module to generate its output. Each module starts recording the time
when it receives an input and ends before it publishes its output. All the risk
management modules receive an input and publish their output in ROS mes-
sage format. In order to record the duration of the risk management module,
the time recording starts when the scene graph generator receive the informa-
tion from the camera module and ends when it receives the scale speed infor-
mation from the risk mitigation module. This process is illustrated in figure
3.7. In this project, the local and edge computation architectures are evaluated
to select the suitable computation architecture for risk management system.

3.3.1 Local Computation
One simple method for executing risk management system in a real robot is
to run all the modules on the robot’s processor. There are five main modules
to run the experiment which are navigation module, camera module, scene
graph generator, risk analysis and risk mitigation as illustrated in figure 3.8.
The default Turtlebot2i robot’s CPU was used for the implementation. Below
is the specification of the robot’s processor:

• Processor: Intel R© Celeron R© Processor J3455 (2MB cache, up to 2.3
GHz)

• Memory: 4GB. DDR3L-1600MHz

• GPU: Intel R© HD Graphics 500

• Storage: 240 GB SSD

• Connectivity: 802.11AC WiFi / Bluetooth 4.0

• Operating System: Ubuntu 16.04
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Figure 3.8: The diagram of local computation architecture where all modules
are executed on the robot’s processor.

3.3.2 Edge Computation
A local computation is simple to design and use. In that way, the robot can
operate independently without requiring other computing resources. However,
once a robot operation requires a high computational power, increasing the
processing power may not be possible. A high performance processing unit
usually requires large dimension with more power consumption. On the other
hand, a robot also has the limitation of size and power supply.
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Figure 3.9: The diagram of edge computation architecture where the scene
graph generator module is run on the edge device.

In order to distribute the computation load, the scene graph generator is
transferred to an edge device and the other modules are executed on the robot’s
processor as illustrated in figure 3.9. The edge device has more processing
power and a discrete graphical processing unit which is suitable for running
a deep neural network model. The robot’s processor communicates with the
edge device over a wireless network. In every cycle, it sends both of RGB im-
age and depth image to the edge device and receive a scene graph information
in a ROS message format. The specification of the edge device is given below:

• Processor. : Intel R© i7-7700HQ (6MB cache, up to 3.8 GHz)

• Memory. : 16GB, DDR4-2400MHz

• GPU : NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 Max-Q (6GB GDDR5)

• Storage : 256 GB M.2 PCIe NVMe SSD + 1TB HDD

• Connectivity : 802.11AC WiFi / Bluetooth 4.0

• Operating System : Ubuntu 16.04

The specification of the router:

• Model: Sagemcom WiFi Hub C1

• Max download speed: 1000 Mbps
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• Max upload speed: 100 Mbps

• LAN port: 4 pc RJ45 100/1000 Mb

• WiFi: 2.4 GHz b/g/n



Chapter 4

Results

This chapter presents the obtained results from this work. The first section
of this chapter describes the performance of the developed risk mitigation ap-
proaches in each scenario. The second section describes the computation per-
formance of the developed risk management system in the real robot with two
different computation architectures.

4.1 Performance in Simulated Scenarios
The following tables show the measurement of each metric during the eval-
uation. Each table compares the performance of all the implemented algo-
rithms. The second column (w/o RM) is the evaluation result for the baseline
model where the robot operates without any risk mitigation. The next follow-
ing columns show the result of fuzzy logic system (FLS) and reinforcement-
learning-based solutions which implement fully connected network (FCN),
1D convolutional neural network (CNN), and hybrid model. All the results in
this section were obtained from a single trial for each configuration.

4.1.1 Scenario with Only Known Obstacles
The results from the scenario with only known obstacles is shown in figure
3.3a. The obstacles in this scenario are drawn on the map and known by the
navigation module. Table 4.1 shows the evaluation of each algorithm used
for risk mitigation. In terms of safety zone, all the risk mitigation models has
higher time percentage of staying in the safe zone than the default navigation
without risk mitigation. They also have lower time percentage of staying in the
critical zone than the default model. The CNN model has the lowest mean of
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(risk×speed) value compared to the other models. In terms of efficiency, the
CNN model also has the longest time execution and the lowest mean speed.

Table 4.1: The evaluation result of scenario without unknown obstacle.

Parameter w/o RM FLS FCN CNN Hybrid

Safe (green) zone (%) 92.2142 92.8954 93.4979 94.9265 92.3726
Warning (yellow) zone (%) 7.6448 7.0685 6.4310 5.0480 6.5061
Critical (red) zone (%) 0.1410 0.0361 0.0711 0.0255 1.1213

Mean risk value 0.4691 0.4021 0.5416 0.4341 0.4494
Maximum risk value 2.5441 2.4762 2.8026 2.3472 3.1441
Mean of (risk×speed) 0.2102 0.2021 0.2033 0.1457 0.2105
Max of (risk×speed) 1.0857 1.3399 1.0931 0.8981 1.5306
Mean dist. to obst (m) 2.5254 2.5387 2.5168 2.5311 2.6538

Mean min dist to obs (m) 0.5314 0.5469 0.5159 0.3279 0.3494
Min dist to obst (m) 0.2325 0.2344 0.2264 0.2553 0.2000
Number of collision 0 0 0 0 0

Time execution (seconds) 123.0517 120.7781 127.8338 168.0576 142.9843
Path length (m) 96.6674 97.1588 95.4346 96.1872 101.6216

Mean dist to goal (m) 6.5651 6.6567 6.5525 6.9458 6.3584
Mean speed (m/s) 0.4444 0.4560 0.4235 0.3249 0.4337

4.1.2 Scenario with Unknown Static Obstacles
Table 4.2 compares the evaluation result of each algorithm. The scenario with
unknown static obstacles is shown in figure 3.3b where the eight obstacles are
not shown on the robot’s map. Both the FLS and the CNN models improved
the time-percentage of staying in the safe zone up to 77%. However, the FLS
model reduced the time-percentage of staying in critical zone up to 0.65%
which is the safest operation in this scenario. The CNNmodel slightly reduced
the mean of risk value but significantly reduced the mean of (risk×speed)
value by 26%. In terms of efficiency, the FLS model has better time execution
and faster mean speed value than the default model. On the other hand, the
CNN model has the longest time execution and slowest mean speed value.
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Table 4.2: The evaluation result of scenario with unknown static obstacles.

Parameter w/o RM FLS FCN CNN Hybrid

Safe (green) zone (%) 69.6152 77.2422 73.6387 77.8691 71.4048
Warning (yellow) zone (%) 22.8577 22.1030 22.5181 20.8013 24.3497
Critical (red) zone (%) 7.5270 0.6548 3.8432 1.3295 4.2455

Mean risk value 1.1323 1.0218 1.2358 1.1158 1.1127
Maximum risk value 3.0710 2.7731 2.9317 2.9882 3.3683
Mean of (risk×speed) 0.4980 0.4838 0.4793 0.3688 0.5479
Max of (risk×speed) 1.6032 1.5674 1.3158 1.1647 1.9849
Mean dist. to obst (m) 2.1739 2.1410 2.1800 2.1611 2.1657

Mean min dist to obs (m) 0.3072 0.3663 0.3482 0.3143 0.2564
Min dist to obst (m) 0.2000 0.2305 0.2243 0.2541 0.2000
Number of collision 2 0 0 0 1

Time execution (seconds) 143.3409 136.5676 149.8639 192.8031 141.2991
Path length (m) 103.0708 102.7404 99.5029 101.9861 103.4811

Mean dist to goal (m) 6.6333 6.4811 6.5055 6.7130 6.3905
Mean speed (m/s) 0.4231 0.4548 0.4103 0.3242 0.4785

4.1.3 Scenario with Humans
This scenario evaluated the risk mitigation algorithms where the robot en-
counters humans as the obstacles as shown in figure 3.3c. Table 4.3 shows the
result of the evaluation. Similar to other scenarios, all the risk mitigation mod-
ules improved the time percentage of staying in the safe zone. However, the
hybrid model has the highest time percentage of staying in the critical zone.
All of the risk mitigation models improved both mean risk value and mean
of (risk×speed) value. In this scenario, all of the risk mitigation modules re-
duced their efficiency. The CNNmodel has the longest time execution and the
lowest mean speed value. The hybrid model has similar time execution even
though it has higher mean speed because it took farther path than the CNN
model.
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Table 4.3: The evaluation result of scenario with humans.

Parameter w/o RM FLS FCN CNN Hybrid

Safe (green) zone (%) 83.2129 87.2967 85.3506 86.0879 85.7224
Warning (yellow) zone (%) 14.9999 11.3494 14.5485 13.1077 11.2795
Critical (red) zone (%) 1.7872 1.3539 0.1009 0.8044 2.9981

Mean risk value 0.9808 0.8160 0.9499 0.9005 0.8927
Maximum risk value 3.2672 3.6818 3.6057 3.6803 3.6708
Mean of (risk×speed) 0.4218 0.3299 0.3170 0.2823 0.3524
Max of (risk×speed) 1.6876 1.4794 1.3055 1.2722 1.9448
Mean dist. to obst (m) 2.5013 2.4489 2.4836 2.4984 2.5828

Mean min dist to obs (m) 0.4370 0.3161 0.3290 0.2298 0.2175
Min dist to obst (m) 0.2258 0.2000 0.2000 0.2000 0.2000
Number of collision 0 1 0 2 0

Time execution (seconds) 289.7569 377.8131 445.0406 516.5052 512.7864
Path length (m) 97.2289 99.0562 96.4703 96.7653 104.0974

Mean dist to goal (m) 6.6394 7.0245 6.7695 7.0452 7.4484
Mean speed (m/s) 0.4539 0.4196 0.3847 0.3291 0.3519

4.1.4 Scenariowith BothHumans andUnknownStatic
Obstacles

This scenario simulated the real warehouse scenario where humans and un-
known static obstacle may interfere the robot’s operation. This scenario is
shown in figure 3.3d and the evaluation result is shown in table 4.4. All of the
risk mitigation modules improved the time percentage of staying in the safe
zone and reduced the time percentage of staying in the critical zone. In this
scenario, the CNN model has the safest operation because it has the highest
time percentage of staying in the safe zone, lowest time percentage of staying
in the critical zone, and the lowest mean of (risk×speed) value. However, this
module also has the most efficiency reduction. It has the longest time execu-
tion and the slowest mean speed value.
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Table 4.4: The evaluation result of scenario with humans and unknown static
obstacles.

Parameter w/o RM FLS FCN CNN Hybrid

Safe (green) zone (%) 63.6720 66.2876 67.8008 72.8346 65.7530
Warning (yellow) zone (%) 27.2239 28.8016 28.1447 24.7840 25.2516
Critical (red) zone (%) 9.1041 4.9109 4.0545 2.3813 8.9954

Mean risk value 1.3269 1.3802 1.5345 1.3952 1.2602
Maximum risk value 3.6698 3.6659 3.6688 3.6534 3.6581
Mean of (risk×speed) 0.5689 0.5655 0.4623 0.4378 0.5259
Max of (risk×speed) 3.5485 1.8001 1.2190 1.3561 2.0060
Mean dist. to obst (m) 2.1392 2.1003 2.1451 2.1869 2.1323

Mean min dist to obs (m) 0.2028 0.2815 0.2120 0.2878 0.2136
Min dist to obst (m) 0.2000 0.2000 0.2000 0.2000 0.2000
Number of collision 5 4 0 0 1

Time execution (seconds) 355.3603 354.8854 596.6085 614.0578 504.6589
Path length (m) 104.9826 103.8524 105.3927 103.5915 109.6618

Mean dist to goal (m) 6.8830 6.8143 6.6859 6.7614 6.4128
Mean speed (m/s) 0.4176 0.4239 0.3310 0.3094 0.3932

4.2 Computational Performance
This section shows the result of running risk management modules on the real
robot. All the risk mitigation algorithms were implemented in each architec-
ture. The experiment of each configuration was executed with 100 iteration.
The result of local computation is shown in table 4.5. In this implementa-
tion, the process to generate a scene graph information required around fifteen
seconds. The duration for calculating the risk value in risk analysis required
around 0.11 seconds. In terms of risk mitigation, the fuzzy logic system took
0.0014 seconds in average to generate its output. The reinforcement learning
modules spent 0.0265, 0.0186, and 0.0219 seconds for FCN, CNN, and hybrid
model respectively.
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Table 4.5: Duration of the modules for local computation in seconds.

Algorithm Duration of Mean (s) Max (s) Min (s)
Scene graph generation 14.8741 16.4664 14.6387

Fuzzy Risk analysis 0.1099 0.3690 0.0436
Logic Risk mitigation 0.0014 0.0040 0.0011
System Total delay 0.0028 0.0171 0.0015

Total duration 14.9882 16.5334 14.7192
Scene graph generation 15.0585 16.3433 14.7856

Fully- Risk analysis 0.1189 0.3094 0.0487
Connected Risk mitigation 0.0265 0.0593 0.0066
Network Total delay 0.0233 0.0434 0.0074

Total duration 15.2271 16.5414 14.9233
Scene graph generation 14.9391 15.1719 14.7216

Convolutional Risk analysis 0.1149 0.5350 0.0537
Neural Risk mitigation 0.0186 0.0457 0.0066
Network Total delay 0.0031 0.0154 0.0016

Total duration 15.0757 15.6880 14.7930
Scene graph generation 14.9531 15.1951 14.7439

Risk analysis 0.1042 0.3099 0.0451
Hybrid Risk mitigation 0.0219 0.0704 0.0069

Total delay 0.0033 0.0215 0.0015
Total duration 15.0826 15.3713 14.8172

The result of edge computation is shown in table 4.6. On the edge device,
the scene graph generation process took only 0.3 seconds in average. The risk
analysis module which was run on the robot’s processor spent around 0.06
seconds to generate its output. The duration of risk mitigation modules are
0.0012, 0.0091, 0.0074, and 0.0075 seconds for FLS, FCN, CNN, and hybrid
model respectively. The comparison between local and edge computation ar-
chitectures is shown in figure 4.1.
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Table 4.6: Duration of the modules for edge computation in seconds.

Algorithm Duration of Mean (s) Max (s) Min (s)
Scene graph generation 0.3067 0.3633 0.2678

Fuzzy Risk analysis 0.0692 0.2582 0.0481
Logic Risk mitigation 0.0012 0.0019 0.0011
System Total delay 0.1606 0.7524 0.0082

Total duration 0.5378 1.1326 0.3644
Scene graph generation 0.3022 0.3342 0.2781

Fully- Risk analysis 0.0608 0.2553 0.0461
Connected Risk mitigation 0.0091 0.0150 0.0062
Network Total delay 0.3125 0.6084 0.0236

Total duration 0.6846 0.9706 0.3853
Scene graph generation 0.3114 0.3595 0.2778

Convolutional Risk analysis 0.0589 0.1491 0.0431
Neural Risk mitigation 0.0074 0.0150 0.0061
Network Total delay 0.1374 0.9669 0.0119

Total duration 0.5151 1.3385 0.3805
Scene graph generation 0.3061 0.3482 0.2681

Risk analysis 0.0577 0.1528 0.0449
Hybrid Risk mitigation 0.0075 0.0157 0.0065

Total delay 0.0851 0.2684 0.0103
Total duration 0.4565 0.6524 0.3679
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between local and edge computational time.
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Discussion

This chapter discusses the result of this work. The first section of this chap-
ter discusses the performance of the risk mitigation algorithms in terms of
safety and efficiency. The following section discusses the computational per-
formance of risk management on the real robot.

5.1 Evaluation Analysis
On the first scenario where all the obstacles were identified on the map, all
of the risk mitigation modules improved the time-percentage of the robot for
staying in the safe zone. They also reduced the time-percentage of staying in
the critical zone. In terms of mean risk value, the FCN model has the highest
value because it tends to move closer to the obstacles (FCN has the least value
of mean distance to obstacles). However, the mean of (risk×speed) of FCN
is less than the normal operation without risk mitigation. When the robot
encountered a high risk obstacle, it lowered down its speed so the value of
(risk×speed) is low.

In the efficiency perspective, the fuzzy logic system has the highest mean
speed and lowest time execution. It is slightly better than normal operation
without risk mitigation. However, all the reinforcement learning models com-
promised their efficiency. The FCN model has the least efficiency reduction
while the CNN and hybrid model have significant efficiency reduction.

The obstacles in the second scenario consist of known static obstacle and
unknown static obstacle. Both the fuzzy logic system and the CNN model
improved the time-percentage of staying in the safe zone up to 77%. How-
ever, the fuzzy logic system reduced the time-percentage of staying in critical
zone up to 0.65% which is the safest operation in this scenario. The CNN
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model slightly reduced mean of risk value but significantly reduced the mean
of (risk×speed) value by 26%. This result is obtained because the CNNmodel
tends to reduce the robot’s speed during the operation. It is also shown by the
mean speed metric where the CNN model has the lowest value. Having lower
speed during operation also lead to a significant increase of time execution.

When the hybrid model was applied to the robot, there was one collision
during the operation. It happened because this model has more ’aggressive’
behaviour than other models. This model has the highest mean speed value
and the lowest improvement of staying in the safe zone. It also has the highest
maximum risk value and maximum of (risk×speed) value. It means that dur-
ing the operation, the robot moved closer to the obstacle and it did not reduce
the speed during risky situation.

The third scenario evaluated the robot’s behavior when it encounters hu-
mans during the operation. All models improved the time-percentage of stay-
ing in safe zone in this scenario. While the hybrid model has higher time-
percentage of staying in the critical zone than the normal operation, the other
risk mitigation modules have lower value for this metrics. There were also
collisions on fuzzy logic system and CNN models. They happened because
the simulated humans did not perfectly avoid the robot.

The last scenario to evaluate the algorithms consists of unknown static
obstacles and humans moving around the warehouse. This scenario reflects
the normal automatic warehouse operation. In terms of staying in the safe
zone, the CNN model improved its safety more than 9%. This model also
reduced the time-percentage of staying in the critical zone by 7%. On the
other hand, the hybrid model has the least improvement of staying in safe and
critical zone.

In the risk perspective, the FCN model has the highest mean risk value. It
implies that the robot encountered more risky situations than when using the
other algorithms. However, its behaviour was safer than that in the fuzzy logic
system, hybrid model, and normal operation without risk mitigation. FCN and
CNN models have notably safer operation than other models because the gap
of (risk×speed) metrics are significant.

In terms of efficiency, the performance of the fuzzy logic system model
is arguably similar to the normal operation without risk mitigation. It has the
highest mean speed among other algorithms. On the other hand, the CNN
model has the lowest mean speed which generated the safest operation. Thus,
the execution of the CNN model has the longest duration. Implementing the
CNN model increases the time execution by 70% and reduces the mean speed
by 26%.
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In general, the results of this project show that there is a trade-off between
the safety and efficiency aspects of a robot operation. Implementing artificial
intelligence algorithms for risk mitigation has improved the safety of the robot
operation. In most cases, the risk mitigation was done by reducing the robot’s
speed so the efficiency of the operation is compromised. This project con-
tributes to a better understanding of the implementation of AI algorithms for
risk mitigation module as well as developing a safe operation in a collaborative
scenario.

The implementation of fuzzy logic system for riskmitigation can guarantee
that the robot behaviour will follow the applied rules. One can easily under-
stand why the robot executes a certain action by viewing the input values and
which rule is being used. However, defining the rules for risk mitigation is an
extensive work and requires a thorough analysis. Moreover, if one wants to
consider more obstacles to be avoided, the number of rules will grow expo-
nentially because it must cover all the combinations that may appear. Other
task that must be done is defining a set of category for each input along with
the membership function. The implemented fuzzy logic system improves the
safety because the rules was focused on avoiding the obstacles.

The implementation of reinforcement learning for risk mitigation demon-
strates a way to consider more obstacles for risk mitigation. Since reinforce-
ment learning does not require rules generation, it depends on the state formu-
lation and reward function. In order to increase the efficiency, the robot must
move with a fast speed given by high scaling speed. On the other hand, mov-
ing with a low speed generates a safer operation. In this situation, the reward
function plays a key role in optimizing the model. All the reinforcement learn-
ing modules improve the safety aspect of the robot’s operation. This result is
achieved because the implemented reward function prioritizes the safety as-
pect while encouraging the efficiency. The reinforcement learning models has
lower efficiency than fuzzy logic system because they can only choose one of
sixteen actions (four different speed scale values for each wheel). The fuzzy
logic system generates a continuous output from the calculation of the input
values applied to the defined rules.

Since the DQN[17] method replaces the Q-matrix with a neural network,
the architecture of the network is also important. The FCN model has a good
efficiency because this model only considers the latest condition of the input
and sometimes apply 1.2 scaling speed for mitigating the risk. The CNN and
hybrid model take some previous data to choose the action. The changes of
the actions are not as frequent as the FCN model. Most of their actions apply
slower (≤0.8) scaling speed value.
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The implemented metrics for evaluation were able to distinguish the char-
acteristics of the implemented AI algorithms. The time percentage of staying
in a certain zone is a straightforward metric measuring the safety. The risk
value metric only tells the properties of the obstacle which depends on the
type, distance, direction, orientation, and speed of the object. That is why the
risk×speed metric was used to show the behaviour of the robot when it en-
counters different obstacles. The distance to obstacle metrics are commonly
used to measure the clearance of the robot. The limitation of this project is
that the robot could not measure a distance less than 0.2 meters. This is due
to the LIDAR sensor which must be mounted on the base of the robot.

In some cases, the simulated humans crossed the robot’s path in a close dis-
tance. Once the robot’s camera detected the human, it was already too close
and did not have enough time to avoid the collision. This condition was ex-
pected because the camera has a limited field of view (114◦) and there is no
mechanism to inform the robot that such situation is happening.

5.2 Computation Architecture
In the local computation architecture, the scene graph generator takes around
15 seconds to generate its output. This performance is not suitable for real-
robot implementation because the robot must have a quick response in a risky
situation. In terms of the risk mitigation model, the fuzzy logic system has
more than thirteen times faster operation than the reinforcement learning based
model.

Moving the scene graph generator to an edge device significantly improved
the duration of scene graph generator. It takes around 0.3 seconds to detect the
image from camera and generate the scene graph information for risk analysis
module. It is twenty times faster than executing this module on the robot’s
processor. This improvement was achieved because the scene graph genera-
tor utilized the discrete graphical processing unit (GPU) installed on the edge
device.

Running the risk mitigation module on an edge device reduces the com-
putation load for the robot’s processor. Therefore, other modules run faster
and spent less time. The comparison between local and edge computational
time is shown in figure 4.1. The duration of the risk analysis is reduced by
45% in average. The duration of the fuzzy logic system for risk mitigation is
slightly improved from 0.0014 seconds to 0.0012 seconds. The time reduc-
tion of FCN, CNN, and hybrid models are 66%, 60%, and 66% respectively.
The longer communication delay is expected because of the large image data
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(both RGB and depth information) produced by the camera. However, the im-
provement of the duration for generating the scene graph can reduce the total
duration of the risk management system.
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Conclusions

According to ISO/TS15066:2016 [3], a collaborative operation between hu-
mans and robots is allowed if safety analysis is taken into account. In this
project, safety analysis has been implemented and all the risk mitigation mod-
ules improved the safety during the robot’s operation.

The fuzzy logic system for risk mitigation was able to maintain robot’s ef-
ficiency while increasing the safety aspect up to 8% (for staying in the safe
zone). It has up to 28% more efficient operation than the reinforcement learn-
ing modules. Having the fastest computation time among risk mitigation mod-
ules makes it suitable for the real robot implementation. Other benefits of
fuzzy logic system is that the generated decision from this model is explain-
able. However, it requires parameter tuning and rules generation to create a
reliable model.

Implementing the reinforcement learning modules for risk mitigation in-
creased the safety aspect up to 14%. It also has 23% safer operation than the
fuzzy logic system. The improvement of the safety comes with a cost, i.e. up to
26% efficiency reduction. The risk mitigation algorithm can be chosen based
on the required safety and efficiency KPIs. For example, if the warehouse is in
a high load season, the fuzzy logic system can be used for the risk mitigation
module because it maintains the efficiency. On the other hand, when the ware-
house is not busy, the reinforcement learning model can be chosen to increase
the safety of the operation.

In terms of real-robot implementation, the local computation architecture
is not suitable for mitigating the risk. It takes too long processing time to
generate the scene graph information. A robot may already collide with the
obstacle if the response time is superior to 15 seconds. However, the edge
computation architecture has 27.5 times faster operation than local computa-
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tion and provides the reasonable response time. By moving the scene graph
generator module to an edge device, the running time of other modules also
decrease.

There are many possibilities of development from this project. One recom-
mendation for future work is integrating the safety module in the navigation
module. In this way, the robot will only receive one command to perform its
task. Increasing the camera’s field of view is also recommended so the robot
has more information about its surrounding. Another possible development is
to create a centralized scene graph generator that processes images from the
warehouse camera (e.g. CCTV).

In terms of reinforcement learning, the action of the model can be extended
by adding more discrete action or changing it into continuous values. Other
possible development is to build the risk mitigation model after the last layer
of the scene graph generator model (Mask R-CNN[29]). In this setting, one
network will produce the scene graph information while also mitigating the
risk.
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Appendix A

Fuzzy Logic System Rules

The rules for mitigating the risk in the fuzzy logic system are given as follows:

rule001= IF(distance[’Near’] & direction[’Front’])
THEN (left_speed[’Stop’], right_speed[’Stop’])

rule002= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Front’] &
risk_value[’VeryLow’]) THEN (left_speed[’Medium’],
right_speed[’Medium’])

rule003= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Front’] &
risk_value[’Low’]) THEN (left_speed[’Medium’],
right_speed[’Medium’])

rule004= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Front’] &
risk_value[’Medium’]) THEN (left_speed[’Medium’],
right_speed[’Medium’])

rule005= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Front’] &
risk_value[’High’]) THEN (left_speed[’Slow’],
right_speed[’Slow’])

rule006= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Front’] &
risk_value[’VeryHigh’]) THEN (left_speed[’Slow’],
right_speed[’Slow’])

rule007= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’FrontLeft’]
& risk_value[’VeryLow’]) THEN (left_speed[’Fast’],
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right_speed[’Fast’])

rule008= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’FrontLeft’]
& risk_value[’Low’]) THEN (left_speed[’Fast’],
right_speed[’Fast’])

rule009= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’FrontLeft’]
& risk_value[’Medium’]) THEN (left_speed[’Fast’],
right_speed[’Medium’])

rule010= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’FrontLeft’]
& risk_value[’High’]) THEN (left_speed[’Medium’],
right_speed[’Slow’])

rule011= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’FrontLeft’]
& risk_value[’VeryHigh’]) THEN (left_speed[’Medium’],
right_speed[’Slow’])

rule012= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Left’] &
risk_value[’VeryLow’]) THEN (left_speed[’Fast’],
right_speed[’Fast’])

rule013= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Left’] &
risk_value[’Low’]) THEN (left_speed[’Fast’],
right_speed[’Fast’])

rule014= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Left’] &
risk_value[’Medium’]) THEN (left_speed[’Medium’],
right_speed[’Medium’])

rule015= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Left’] &
risk_value[’High’]) THEN (left_speed[’Slow’],
right_speed[’Slow’])

rule016= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Left’] &
risk_value[’VeryHigh’]) THEN (left_speed[’Slow’],
right_speed[’Slow’])

rule017= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’FrontRight’]
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& risk_value[’VeryLow’]) THEN (left_speed[’Fast’],
right_speed[’Fast’])

rule018= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’FrontRight’]
& risk_value[’Low’]) THEN (left_speed[’Fast’],
right_speed[’Fast’])

rule019= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’FrontRight’]
& risk_value[’Medium’]) THEN (left_speed[’Medium’],
right_speed[’Fast’])

rule020= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’FrontRight’]
& risk_value[’High’]) THEN (left_speed[’Slow’],
right_speed[’Medium’])

rule021= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’FrontRight’]
& risk_value[’VeryHigh’]) THEN (left_speed[’Slow’],
right_speed[’Medium’])

rule022= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Right’] &
risk_value[’VeryLow’]) THEN (left_speed[’Fast’],
right_speed[’Fast’])

rule023= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Right’] &
risk_value[’Low’]) THEN (left_speed[’Fast’],
right_speed[’Fast’])

rule024= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Right’] &
risk_value[’Medium’]) THEN (left_speed[’Medium’],
right_speed[’Medium’])

rule025= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Right’] &
risk_value[’High’]) THEN (left_speed[’Slow’],
right_speed[’Slow’])

rule026= IF(distance[’Medium’] & direction[’Right’] &
risk_value[’VeryHigh’]) THEN (left_speed[’Slow’],
right_speed[’Slow’])
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rule027= IF(distance[’Far’] & direction[’Front’] &
risk_value[’VeryLow’]) THEN (left_speed[’Fast’],
right_speed[’Fast’])

rule028= IF(distance[’Far’] & direction[’Front’] &
risk_value[’Low’]) THEN (left_speed[’Fast’],
right_speed[’Fast’])

rule029= IF(distance[’Far’] & direction[’Front’] &
risk_value[’Medium’]) THEN (left_speed[’Fast’],
right_speed[’Fast’])

rule030= IF(distance[’Far’] & direction[’Front’] &
risk_value[’High’]) THEN (left_speed[’Medium’],
right_speed[’Medium’])

rule031= IF(distance[’Far’] & direction[’Front’] &
risk_value[’VeryHigh’]) THEN (left_speed[’Medium’],
right_speed[’Medium’])

rule032= IF(distance[’Far’] & direction[’FrontLeft’])
THEN (left_speed[’Fast’], right_speed[’Fast’])

rule033= IF(distance[’Far’] & direction[’Left’] )
THEN (left_speed[’Fast’], right_speed[’Fast’])

rule034= IF(distance[’Far’] & direction[’FrontRight’])
THEN (left_speed[’Fast’], right_speed[’Fast’])

rule035= IF(distance[’Far’] & direction[’Right’])
THEN (left_speed[’Fast’], right_speed[’Fast’])

rule036= IF(distance[’Near’] & direction[’FrontLeft’])
THEN (left_speed[’Stop’], right_speed[’Stop’])

rule037= IF(distance[’Near’] & direction[’FrontRight’])
THEN (left_speed[’Stop’], right_speed[’Stop’])

rule038= IF(distance[’Near’] & direction[’Left’])
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THEN (left_speed[’Slow’], right_speed[’Stop’])

rule039= IF(distance[’Near’] & direction[’Right’])
THEN (left_speed[’Stop’], right_speed[’Slow’])
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